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Q1 Please select which of the design concepts presented above you prefer
Answered: 473

Skipped: 1
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Q2 Why?
Answered: 409

Skipped: 65

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Keep basketball court for generations of bball players!

4/4/2022 7:03 AM

2

I think we need to prioritize a connection through Congress Park for both ADA & Bicycle
Access. The East Central Area Plan called out E 9th Ave as a future Neighborhood Bikeway,
which dead-ends at the current Congress Park Pickleball Courts. See page 84 of the ECAP
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/646/documents/planning/Plans/Eas
e_Central_Area_Plan/East_Central_Area_Plan_Council_Draft.pdf

4/4/2022 6:58 AM

3

Ball is life

4/3/2022 5:43 PM

4

Full court basketball in the park is better exercise and a long-standing tradition. Why diminish
an existing facility so people can sit?

4/3/2022 7:23 AM

5

Keep basketball courts!!

4/2/2022 9:10 PM

6

Full tennis court accommodates more participation….

4/2/2022 4:19 PM

7

These two design options are very minimal but this space should focus on activity not seating.
I think there should also be more pickle ball or some pickle ball/tennis hybrid courts as there
are far too many tennis courts.

4/2/2022 3:46 PM

8

Pickleball is a fad that doesn't need an audience; basketball has been an important part of the
park for decades, and remains one

4/1/2022 10:52 PM

9

I like the larger seating area

4/1/2022 5:34 PM

10

keeps the basketball courts which I've played on each week for the past 11 years

3/31/2022 10:19 PM

11

So full court basketball can still be played at Congress, a social gathering and exercise activity
enjoyed for many years with great friendships formed.

3/31/2022 6:18 PM

12

The park needs more basketball hoops, not less. Having 4 would be even better. Only the
southeast courts are used, the others are complete wastes of space. Add more basketball
space in the middle and/or northeast instead.

3/31/2022 1:40 PM

13

Basketball needs a full court. There is no necessity for a lot of seating.

3/30/2022 8:50 PM

14

Full court hoops

3/30/2022 4:48 PM

15

No one needs to run full court while playing pick up

3/30/2022 3:21 PM

16

Rather have no basketball court than only half! Usually when i see people playing they are
using the whole court.

3/29/2022 3:50 PM

17

Full basketball courts are becoming too rare.

3/29/2022 12:16 PM

18

Want full basketball court !

3/28/2022 10:58 PM

19

Full basketball court. One of the few full outdoor courts around and there is an established
groups of players that depend on it

3/28/2022 9:19 PM

20

Best of both worlds. Seating and full court basketball. No reason to get rid of option for full
court basketball

3/28/2022 6:16 PM

21

I would like a full basketball court. Also, please start the renovations after summer is over.

3/28/2022 6:09 PM

22

We have developed a strong community of basketball players who play 2+ times a week
spring-through-fall. We are an inclusive and peaceful group, coordinated by people who've grew
up in the neighborhood. Many people new to Denver and the neighborhood form connections to
the community through this group. Please do not take away the hoops for seating.

3/28/2022 4:09 PM
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23

Can’t get rid of the basketball court

3/28/2022 10:58 AM

24

Basketball court is well used and should be continued to permit full court play - seating areas
are available in other places and don’t need to take up court space as that is the goal of this
area

3/28/2022 9:35 AM

25

Full basketball court!!!

3/28/2022 8:18 AM

26

A full basketball court is required!!! It should not be sacrificed for seating.

3/28/2022 8:17 AM

27

Full court basketball courts are great for kids to play on

3/28/2022 8:15 AM

28

We love playing full court basketball

3/28/2022 8:13 AM

29

Cmon man don’t take the full courts from us, we play pickup at congress at least 2-3 nights a
week in the summer and I would be very bummed if we had to go somewhere else to play

3/27/2022 11:04 PM

30

Full court basketball is necessary!

3/27/2022 10:40 PM

31

I’ve balled there for years!!

3/27/2022 10:28 PM

32

Full basketball court

3/27/2022 8:25 PM

33

The City of Denver is racist and hates basketball.

3/27/2022 8:25 PM

34

I play basketball here twice a week during the summer. There is a consistent group that plays
and I can honestly say it is the best part of my summer. Please don’t take the full court out !

3/27/2022 8:14 PM

35

Full games 5 on 5 please

3/27/2022 8:13 PM

36

I like to play full court basketball games there.

3/27/2022 8:09 PM

37

I play full court bball at this court every single week. Please don’t take it away

3/27/2022 8:07 PM

38

I will sorely miss full court pick up basketball. Please don't get rid of the full court!!! Please!!!

3/27/2022 8:06 PM

39

For years we have had a collective group meet and play on the full court. We’ve made so
many connections and memories here. Keep at the full, otherwise, having a basketball court at
all will become useless.

3/27/2022 8:04 PM

40

Larger basketball courts

3/27/2022 7:37 PM

41

There’s not often that many spectators here. Usually people actively playing or fine standing to
wait

3/27/2022 7:14 PM

42

Full basketball court are you kidding

3/27/2022 7:12 PM

43

Full basketball court

3/27/2022 6:42 PM

44

The full basketball court is preferred

3/27/2022 6:42 PM

45

There are several tennis courts and pickle ball courts. One basketball court that can host a
game of 10 people makes logical sense to keep.

3/27/2022 6:34 PM

46

The Partial basketball court is unacceptable. My daughter & son love that portion of Congress
park. A full table set across half the space is excessive. Benches along the park and ends
should be enough. Remodel the court and keep the full basketball court length. Thank you

3/27/2022 6:29 PM

47

I play basketball often with a group of friends during warm weather, and other groups come to
play too. Having a full court allows for either two games going at once, or provides us a great
opportunity to play together and build a community.

3/27/2022 6:28 PM

48

More space for recreation. Staging area not needed and deters full and equitable basketball
participation.

3/27/2022 6:27 PM

49

We have been playing basketball there for years and believe the full court is an essential
aspect of this park.

3/27/2022 6:27 PM

50

Want a full court basketball court.

3/27/2022 6:27 PM

51

The basketball court is important to the community

3/27/2022 6:25 PM

52

Full court basketball instead of half court

3/27/2022 6:25 PM
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53

In order to keep the full court basketball court

3/27/2022 6:22 PM

54

Full court basketball

3/27/2022 6:22 PM

55

Basketball has a much higher usage density than any of the other sports. 10 people can play
basketball in the same space as 4 tennis players. There are often 20 or more people waiting to
play on a single basketball court at Congress Park and Design 1 is proposing to cut this down
to half court making the situation much worse and more limited for basketball players. I would
prefer that the city would consider an additional basketball court but please don't reduce us
down to a half court.

3/27/2022 6:17 PM

56

We need basketball courts!!!

3/27/2022 6:16 PM

57

Full court basketball has been at congress park for decades. Been playing twice a week spring
to fall since I went to East High and Doora Moore. Please don't take it away!

3/27/2022 6:01 PM

58

Please please please do not remove half the basketball court. So many people play there
regularly, it is very important to the community. I live in Congress Park and play at that court
often. It is regularly filled with players while most tennis courts sit empty. If anything, you
should build more basketball courts, but PLEASE do not take this one away.

3/27/2022 5:48 PM

59

I’ve been part of a Monday/Thursday group playing pickup basketball for 10 years on this court
- and Denver already does not have enough basketball courts. Especially with lights, we need
a full length court!

3/27/2022 5:36 PM

60

Don’t halve the basketball courts!!!!

3/27/2022 5:28 PM

61

We have been playing Bball at this court for the last 10 years … halving the court is a
ridiculous idea

3/27/2022 5:27 PM

62

We have a large group 30+ ppl that has been playing full court basketball at Congress for over
a decade at least twice a week when it is warm enough. It would be extremely disappointing to
lose this space and make it half court. It would severely limit people's ability to use it and
would essentially halve the number of people who can play at the same time. Also, if you go to
shoot around, it is beneficial to have the larger court and multiple hoops because often during
nice days even if there are not full court games being played there are multiple groups who
want to play. Additionally, there are no other outdoor full courts near this part of Denver. City
Park and Cheesman do not have one so from a Denver parks perspective it would be
disappointing to see what is already a very limited space get halved and essentially unusable
in the same capacity as the old space. Lastly, basketball groups that use it generally do not
overlap in terms of demographics with the pickleball and tennis crowd so by taking what is
already a limited playing area (with sub par hoops and facilities already) and halving that for
what would essentially become a pickleball waiting area would be extremely disappointing and
would have a disproportionate affect on the basketball crowds while simply making it more
accessible for the group for who you are already expanding their play area by 4 courts. If
Congress is truly supposed to be a park for everyone then halving this area would be
antithetical to that end. As a resident of the Congress Park neighborhood I hope that you keep
the full basketball court . A concerned neighbor.

3/27/2022 5:23 PM

63

I have played basketball with the same group of people here for 7 + years! We have built a
community through the courts, making into half court would ruin our pick up game’s
completely! Please leave us a full court, there are enough pickle ball and tennis courts as is.
Thank you!

3/27/2022 4:53 PM

64

The court is used frequently. Goals are needed. The whole park provide seating area

3/27/2022 4:48 PM

65

There's a large community of us that use the full basketball court. Cutting it in half seems like
a silly thing to do. Making the court half makes it unusable for most basketball activities.

3/27/2022 4:47 PM

66

More pickle ball courts and full basketball court. There is free space in the rest of the park that
can accommodate seating, it doesn't need to take up a frequently used basketball court.

3/27/2022 4:32 PM

67

More seating

3/27/2022 9:29 AM

68

I like the expanded seating area

3/26/2022 5:54 PM

69

The net court effect is the same, 1 less tennis court, pickle ball courts on the west side

3/26/2022 5:54 PM

70

I like the basketball and seating.

3/26/2022 8:23 AM
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71

Prefer full court for basketball - extra seating unnecessary

3/25/2022 6:53 PM

72

I am voting for A because it seems like it will be quieter. I live directly behind the pickle ball
courts and we are very ready for the park to be quiet again like it used to be before pickle ball
took over. I worry that the new courts will still be too loud, especially at night. I don't know if
the new courts will be lit or not but if they are I hope they will shut off early at night.

3/25/2022 3:04 PM

73

As a nearby neighbor, I vote for whatever will be the quietest plan. It would be appreciated if
the pickleball noise ceased at dusk because even with the further distance the pickleball noise
carries a long distance. It will be very loud at night if the lights stay on late. It would also be
nice if there was better landscaping along the Detroit St Alley. Right now, many of the pines
are gangly and unsightly. Thank you!

3/25/2022 2:52 PM

74

It maintains the full basketball court.

3/25/2022 2:22 PM

75

I don’t feel strongly about which design is chosen. My main concern is that the lights turn off
at a reasonable hour. The only reprieve for neighbors currently is that at least the pickle ball
noise ends at nightfall. Please do not let this awful noise continue late into the evenings. Or
there will be daily complaints and possibly a lawsuit from the neighbors for the noise violations.
Thank you.

3/25/2022 11:18 AM

76

The full court basketball court in Option B is nice. Please move primary seating area to south
of basketball court, however. As drawn currently, it will encourage more people to park
(illegally) in the alley to the east of the courts. Locating the seating to the south anchors it
more centrally in the park and will encourage people to access it from all directions, not just
from the east. Also - PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE take the time to ensure bike access from
9th Avenue east through the ENTIRE Congress Park facility to cross York/Josephine to
access Cheeseman Park. This is a very, very, very important bike access point to Congress
Park and to the Botanic Gardens for the entire Congress Park neighborhood to the east. If you
need to do cyclist/pedestrian counts at the intersection of 9th and the alley, please do so, but
a bike-friendly path that connects 9th along the southern edge of the pickleball courts and then
along the northern edge of the pool is VERY important to the neighborhood and to the broader
City of Denver mobility goals. Let's not miss this extraordinary opportunity to get it right!
Lastly, 9th Avenue is the primary entrance to Congress Park from the Congress Park
Neighborhood, and right now it feels like a forgotten back door. A gateway of sorts with more
prominent signage and plantings (flowers?) should be considered here. Thanks!

3/24/2022 8:42 PM

77

People can use seating anywhere, but there isn’t another closely located basketball court. The
court is useful and there are often people playing other games or using the open basketball
surface.

3/24/2022 6:06 PM

78

Half court basketball is lame :) Yay 8 pickleball courts!!!!

3/24/2022 3:29 PM

79

More Seating

3/24/2022 2:07 PM

80

half a basketball court is not enough!

3/23/2022 12:50 PM

81

functional basket ball

3/22/2022 9:34 PM

82

Design A looks a bit strange w two seating areas. It looks like the basketball section would be
cramped.

3/22/2022 4:38 PM

83

More seating area

3/22/2022 2:02 PM

84

Can take away full court pick up basketball

3/21/2022 8:08 PM

85

Allows for more basketball play (2 different age groups can play at the same time). Plenty of
space for sitting/socializing in the rest of congress park

3/21/2022 4:29 PM

86

The seating option for a full court is hidden, too close to the working field. Seems like a more
visible seating area would be more frequently used.

3/21/2022 3:52 PM

87

They don’t have a half court in real basketball - don’t think they should be shorted w half a
court when other sports have full courts

3/20/2022 6:37 AM

88

I think the full basketball court is more enjoyable than a half, but I feel that the seating would
not be sufficient, and I think the seating is a higher priority than a full court.

3/19/2022 10:27 AM

89

It seems best suited for basketball, which is consistently popular and it is laid out like a full
court for games. The other option just looks like a pickleball lounge. Pickleball is almost

3/18/2022 6:32 PM
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certainly a fad that will eventually have waning interest.
90

Full bball court

3/17/2022 5:59 PM

91

I think it would be nice to have seating area closer to pool

3/17/2022 10:57 AM

92

I have never seen anyone on the basketball court except for dog owners throwing balls. I like
the greater seating area to wait to play. Thank you so much for recognizing the need for more
PB courts. The sport is growing so fast!

3/17/2022 8:47 AM

93

There needs to be a full size basketball court. It gets used often! But the seating should be on
the park side!! ADA walkway needs to extend on north side of new pool to other parking lot!!

3/16/2022 9:32 PM

94

Pickleball supports a community of friends and fans. It is important to facilitate a gathering
place for players. Developing a community of pickleball players is important to keep the game
fun, friendly and to coordinate playtimes easily.

3/16/2022 6:13 PM

95

I like design plan A. I think it’s a better fit for the neighborhood because a larger basketball
court will mean more people, more cars in a space with little parking. I worry that lighted courts
will be very loud at night. The sound of the pickle ball travels far and that sound late at night
will be an enormous nuisance. It is a wonderful reprieve when the plinking ends at sundown…I
really hope the new court lights will shut off at a reasonable hour. The current lights turn off at
11pm and that is entirely too late for the amount of noise that pickle ball creates. Thank you

3/16/2022 10:16 AM

96

As a Detroit Street neighbor, I think it’s fantastic that the pickle ball courts are moving further
away from residential homes. In the last few years, pickle ball has become very popular and
unfortunately it has turned the courts into a non-stop street party. We are daily dealing with the
loud plink of the pickle ball but also yelling, loud music, barking dogs tied up in the alley, illegal
parking up and down the alley, food trucks, beer cans thrown in our compost bin, loud cursing,
a pickle baller who rakes the court debris into large piles in the alley. This is all challenging on
a daily basis. And I worry that adding a full size basketball court will make the problem worse,
with bigger crowds, more people partying, more cars blocking the alley. This used to a quiet
family park, where parents could teach their kids to play tennis on junior courts. Now, there are
no families in sight because the crowds are loud, inconsiderate and often drinking and using
abusive language. Please do whatever you can to help make this new court space familyfriendly and less of a raucous. Thank you for moving the courts…we are very grateful.

3/16/2022 10:09 AM

97

More seating area. In the past 2 years I have witnessed very few people playing basketball as
there are many courts nearby.

3/16/2022 8:00 AM

98

To allow multiple groups different options for basketball. There are plenty of places to hang out
in Congress Park. Also, thank you for including 8 Pickleball courts! By the time they’re built we
might need 16 though, so let’s get those plans going now (ha ha)

3/15/2022 6:00 PM

99

Gives more room for spectators. Infinity Park in Glendale, is a much nicer facility than any
Denver rec and park. With amount of taxes we are paying, we should have a much better
facility.

3/15/2022 5:25 PM

100

Thank you for moving the pickleball courts further west. This will be a huge improvement for
nearby neighbors and help with the abundant noise created by the increased interest in
pickleball in the last few years. I am grateful the courts are moving, but think a half-court
basketball is best so more court noise isn't actually being created. I am still concerned about
alley parking. It would be helpful if we had better signage and enforcement. Currently there are
9 cars parked up and down the alley making it difficult for neighbors. Thank you again for
making these improvements.

3/15/2022 5:25 PM

101

I think Concept B is the best idea because it will help achieve the goal of reducing noise levels
for adjacent neighbors. Neighbors are very supportive of the new pickleball court plan and
thankful that you are taking neighbors' needs into consideration. The current half-court
basketball is already very loud in the evenings, and it seems making it full size would increase
that decibel volume considerably. Thank you.

3/15/2022 5:18 PM

102

I like Design Concept A because I am a neighbor and I think it will be quieter. It seems
counterproductive to add full-court basketball when one of the goals is for less noise. A fullsize basketball court will be loud, and the pickleball league is already talking about using it as
a 9th pickleball court in their online posts. Neighbors have been very patient with the noise and
supportive of the new 8-court pickleball plan, so it's disconcerting that they are now trying to
push for a 9th court. Thank you for creating a survey where the neighbors voices can be heard.

3/15/2022 5:11 PM
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103

What is the seating area for?

3/15/2022 4:50 PM

104

Please keep the full size basketball court!! Please add a tennis backboard!! Also, the seating
area on the park side (away from the Denver Water property trash storage) would be nicer. ADA
walkways should continue east to west through the park.

3/15/2022 4:25 PM

105

Seems like a half basketball court isn't super useful. Seating is great but seems like you can
use benches to maximize seating in the area that is there?

3/15/2022 3:07 PM

106

At Washington Park, there is never enough seating for people who accompany a player or wait
for a court. If people want a bigger basketball court, take out a tennis court.

3/15/2022 12:42 PM

107

The seating for basketball looks great

3/15/2022 10:44 AM

108

A full BB court would be more enjoyable for those players

3/15/2022 7:32 AM

109

I believe the larger seating area would be nice for the folks who are waiting for pickle ball
courts and it would allow for increased socializing and community. Additionally, I can’t tell in
the plan but I got either option included lights in the pickle ball area similar to what is already
available in the tennis courts

3/15/2022 12:07 AM

110

Having another half of a basketball court allows more people to play basketball instead of... sit
in the seating area. The additional seating area is a mystery to me.

3/14/2022 10:12 PM

111

This is such bullshit. Do you know how many people play tennis and basketball? Your “full”
basketball court looks like it has one hoop in the middle. Idiotic. Gee, thanks for letting us give
our ‘input.’ Can’t wait to exercise my input during the next election.

3/14/2022 5:29 PM

112

full basketball court is preferable. Two hoops are necessary to accommodate the use i gets

3/14/2022 4:44 PM

113

Because having more seating space allows for a better venue for pickleball events,
tournaments , social, and other.

3/14/2022 2:43 PM

114

full size basketball and more pickleball courts. open grass area for people to bring their own
seats

3/14/2022 2:00 PM

115

The first option will provide seating for observers. Please turn the lights out at 9:00 to reduce
crowds and noise in the pickleball and basketball area.

3/14/2022 1:41 PM

116

I think meeting space/seating area will likely be used by more people than a full court
basketball. It would be great if there would be a way to reach a happy medium...otherwise the
soft spaces/grass will get trampled if there is no seating/meeting space.

3/14/2022 10:15 AM

117

The full b-ball court allows for two half court games. The loss of seating is okay because
people will always be able to sit on the ground.

3/14/2022 8:32 AM

118

If you’re going to have a basketball court, go all the way.

3/14/2022 5:18 AM

119

I am a tennis player and don’t like tennis courts changing to pickle ball courts but at least there
are 8 pickle ball courts and off to one side. People sit out on the grass now So smaller seating
area is good. Full basketball court as they need a full one.l- hate to take away tennis court and
full basketball court so this is a great compromise.

3/14/2022 3:32 AM

120

A full basketball court is more functional and can be utilized by more people at one time. The
surrounding park provides ample seating areas.

3/13/2022 10:09 PM

121

Because there are more sitting areas

3/13/2022 8:33 PM

122

Feel full court basketball should still be included

3/13/2022 6:00 PM

123

Pickleball players can always bring chairs to sit in. The basket ballers should be able to play
full court or have two half court games.

3/13/2022 5:48 PM

124

Full size basketball

3/13/2022 5:40 PM

125

might as well provide the option to play a game. would love more seating options around the
park or maybe some fencing just to keep loose balls or dogs from 6th ave!

3/13/2022 5:31 PM

126

Space for courts is more important than space for seating.

3/13/2022 5:01 PM

127

Basketball doesn’t get much use - lots of tennis and pickle ball viewers

3/13/2022 4:02 PM
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128

Would prefer a full court for the basketball players, but the pickle ballers are saying they will
just use that space to set up their own temporary nets. As someone who lives across from the
pickle ball courts, it is upsetting how little regard they have for our neighborhood.

3/13/2022 4:01 PM

129

Pickle ball players are threatening to bring in temporary nets and take over if the full basketball
court is installed. If a full basketball court is chosen, there should be a sign clearly stating
basketball players get first rights to the court. Additionally, please turn off pickleball court lights
at 9pm to respect neighborhood quiet hours.

3/13/2022 3:53 PM

130

Would love to have a more seating, but people do use the basketball court a lot, so want
what’s best for everyone!

3/13/2022 3:33 PM

131

A seating area next to courts makes most sense.

3/13/2022 3:31 PM

132

More pickelball demand and need more seating..

3/13/2022 3:02 PM

133

More space for picnics and family

3/13/2022 2:27 PM

134

Prefer less seating and more court. Plenty of places in the park to sit.

3/13/2022 2:00 PM

135

Basketball court is barely used. More social, seating space would have more use

3/13/2022 1:55 PM

136

Seating

3/13/2022 1:37 PM

137

It seems like we skipped over an important question here- do you favor converting tennis
courts to pickleball? Our family answer would be a resounding 'no'. When it is warm,all the
tennis courts are in use and there are people waiting. Now it will be worse. Pretty disappointed
it was unilaterally decided to turn tennis courts into pickleball venues. And the full court
basketball court also gets alot of use- these designs either make it only half court or just
slightly larger- a disservice to the neighborhood and area kids who love to go up there and play
full court basketball. Again, it appears the decision was made without any input.

3/13/2022 1:10 PM

138

Because I’m 13 years old and enjoy playing basketball with my friends.

3/13/2022 11:32 AM

139

Lots of seating would be nice

3/13/2022 11:29 AM

140

Because we have a group of many who play full court basketball, almost daily.

3/13/2022 11:28 AM

141

Full basketball court

3/13/2022 10:55 AM

142

Full basketball court

3/13/2022 10:22 AM

143

Must have full size basketball court!! Basketball is needed for community.

3/13/2022 10:17 AM

144

Don’t need full basketball court, and prefer larger seating area for larger pickleball players.

3/13/2022 9:16 AM

145

Full basketball court .. for competition event

3/13/2022 8:48 AM

146

Better to retain a full BB court, which allows for more play.

3/13/2022 8:29 AM

147

It’s hard to get a pickleball court to play on and demand is only growing. Thank You

3/13/2022 8:20 AM

148

that basketball court gets used a lot, especially in the evenings. let’s not over-prioritize racquet
sports.

3/13/2022 8:15 AM

149

A full b-ball court is necessary to play a regulation game. Also many groups do play half court
and with a full court 2 groups can play and share the court. The b-ball courts are used quite
frequently

3/12/2022 11:33 PM

150

Full court basketball

3/12/2022 11:31 PM

151

The tennis courts (surfaces, nets, gates) have been significantly damaged by people playing
“hard ball,” riding bikes, skating, hanging out drinking and drugging, and other activities that are
contrary to the posted rules. Encouraging lounging will encourage these ‘extracurricular’
activities. The City is happy to use taxpayer money to make apparent improvements, yet not
willing to work toward solutions when issues arise, like people miss using courts refusing to
yield to tennis (the intended use). Reducing the number off courts will make it very difficult for
tennis players to enjoy the courts, especially during league season, which typically requires
use of 5 courts.

3/12/2022 7:23 PM

152

Add new tennis lights for night play please

3/12/2022 5:53 PM
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153

We need seating for pickleball

3/12/2022 5:38 PM

154

I have been playing at the pickleball courts for 2 years and the community has grown
significantly. The neighbors complain about the noise too. We really need lights as well! The
cracks are getting really nasty and lots of dead spots are all over the courts now. Can’t wait to
play on the new courts! Thankyou for updating this area, just like the new pool—desperately
need it done!

3/12/2022 5:12 PM

155

I actually don’t like that layout…a half court seems useless but having a more open area is
less of a target for crime activity. We don’t need another corner for crime to linger or people to
fear being shot, mugged, stabbed or whatever else keeps happening to the neighborhoods now.

3/12/2022 4:47 PM

156

I am very worried about adding this seating - especially at the expense of sport areas - I had to
call 311 and 911 many many times about the partying, yelling, and glass breaking that
constantly went on in the parking lot next to the pool. Adding these seats seems like it's going
to encourage this illicit park partying

3/12/2022 4:23 PM

157

Both look nice. I won't use the basketball court, so I defer to the preferences of those who will
use it.

3/12/2022 3:26 PM

158

If you’re going to put in a basketball court, then make full one or don’t put one in at all.

3/12/2022 2:27 PM

159

everything is better together ❤️INCLUDING seating.

3/12/2022 1:38 PM

160

Full basketball court is important. Half would be a waste

3/12/2022 1:05 PM

161

Larger basketball court

3/12/2022 11:50 AM

162

Bigger basketball court.

3/12/2022 11:40 AM

163

Full basketball court

3/12/2022 10:23 AM

164

I play basketball and would prefer a full court. Additionally, if the proposed seating area in
Design B reduces the size of the court, I would not be in favor of having seating area at all. In
this case, Pickleball players can sit on the lawn to the west or south of the proposed courts,
just as they sit to the east/south at present.

3/12/2022 9:59 AM

165

I want a full basketball court

3/12/2022 9:57 AM

166

I want to welcome those who want to play basketball, as well. There’s plenty of places to sit in
the park itself.

3/12/2022 8:53 AM

167

The only difference is whether there’s half-court or full-court basketball. If you’re going to add a
basketball court, it should be a full court.

3/12/2022 8:38 AM

168

Larger seating area is more appealing, more needed and would be used more

3/12/2022 8:31 AM

169

I like the seating area adjacent to the PB courts which will be used much more than the
basketball courts

3/12/2022 8:22 AM

170

Utilize space for activity uses, folks can sit on the ground but can’t play basketball on a seat

3/12/2022 8:17 AM

171

I play pickle ball everyday at Congress & nobody ever uses Basketball court. At sometimes
there are 30 people standing.

3/12/2022 8:08 AM

172

Pickleball participants need somewhere to sit down while they wait their turn to play. We need
a larger seating area simply due to the fact their are so many of us on any given day - I
counted 60 players a few weekends ago.

3/12/2022 7:14 AM

173

Paddling up at Congress park to wait for a court has been a huge issue as there is nowhere to
wait. If I understand this design concept the seating area is where pickleball players will wait
for a court. If a full court basketball court was put in it would make it inconvenient for both
basketball players and pickleball players as they would have to interrupt the basketball game
to get to the south pickleball courts. I believe that is a design flaw and will be a disappointment
by all if done. Secondly, in all of the years I have been playing at Congress park it is a rarity to
see anyone on the basketball court. I have never seen a group play a basketball game there.
Only an occasional individual shooting a few baskets. And finally there are plenty of basketball
courts near by. People are not waiting to get in a basketball court. They are waiting to get on a
pickleball court. Thank you SO much for thinking this through. We are so excited Denver is
doing this project. THANK YOU!

3/12/2022 7:02 AM
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174

There are a lot of kids that like to play basketball there and a full court would make more
sense. Will there be lights on the pickleball court?

3/12/2022 6:28 AM

175

More people can make use of the seating area instead of the few on the basketball court.

3/12/2022 2:07 AM

176

Full basketball court is ESSENTIAL

3/11/2022 11:54 PM

177

I feel a skatepark should be added.

3/11/2022 10:31 PM

178

Full basketball court.

3/11/2022 10:12 PM

179

So many people play pickleball. If there isn’t enough seating, people will crowd the basketball
court or hover at the edge of the pickleball courts.

3/11/2022 10:07 PM

180

I don't care

3/11/2022 9:55 PM

181

A lot of people use the basketball court. Moving it to a half court doesn’t seem like a good
idea. Especially with the fact that you can sit other places in the park…

3/11/2022 9:48 PM

182

There are lots of kids and adults who enjoy going to Congress Park to play basketball. Plan A
eliminates this option.

3/11/2022 9:47 PM

183

Better for family activities

3/11/2022 8:38 PM

184

Full basketball of course!! Seriously we need one full court, just give up another tennis court!

3/11/2022 8:32 PM

185

A half basketball court is a joke. A full court still allows six tennis courts and adequate seating.

3/11/2022 8:28 PM

186

I would like kids out of school for vacation to have a full bb court to use.

3/11/2022 6:33 PM

187

I prefer the additional seating and its location for the basketball court

3/11/2022 4:59 PM

188

More community seating

3/11/2022 4:57 PM

189

Although I am not a basketball player, the full court would be better for those who want to play!
The pickleball numbers are growing at Congress and the additional courts are much needed.
Thank you so much for listening and for coming up with this beautiful plan! Alison Hoversten

3/11/2022 3:33 PM

190

Thank you for moving the courts! I selected the half court option because it will limit the
number of pickleball players in the courts. The Denver Pickleball Association Facebook site is
advising players to vote full court so they can set up temp pickle ball courts on the full court. I
imagine this will cause conflict with basketball players. The full court option coupled with the
plan to set up temp courts will attract more players and as the parking lot fills, likely result in
more illegal parking in the Detroit St alley, where players currently park. At times, I see up to
10-12 cars illegally parked on both sides of the 800-900 block alley making alley navigation
dangerous and garage access difficult. Because the parking is rarely enforced, I am concerned
about illegal use of ADA parking which is directly behind my garage. Until the barriers were
placed, players illegally parked on the park grass and in the pathway adjacent to the courts
making navigation difficult. Navigation from the ADA parking spot to the entrance to the ADA
walk way will be downhill and difficult for wheelchairs. Will you consider finding a better ADA
parking spot? Additionally, please consider turning off the pickleball lights at 9:00pm in the
summer as the neighborhood has many young children and the noise can be excessive
(pickleball sound resonates!). Thank you for your consideration of the neighborhood and
looking forward to the new enhancements and playing on the tennis courts.

3/11/2022 2:47 PM

191

I love pickleball!

3/11/2022 2:38 PM

192

I don't see people hanging out to watch people play, whereas i do see people playing
regardless of court size. May as well let them have a full court.

3/11/2022 2:33 PM

193

More versatility

3/11/2022 2:30 PM

194

Basketball is sick

3/11/2022 2:26 PM

195

I do not play any of these sports at Congress park.

3/11/2022 2:25 PM

196

More playing less sitting!

3/11/2022 1:58 PM

197

Better for play

3/11/2022 1:30 PM

198

Because having multiple baskets gives more people the chance to get out and play as well
and not feel like only one or two groups can control and participate at one time. Also had a

3/11/2022 1:24 PM
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question about the tennis courts and seeing if there's a possibility to make bottom tennis
courts to mimic the upper tennis courts where they are all side by side creating two rows of 3
courts similar to Bear Valley Tennis Courts? Actually the one single court going east and west
is not a standard layout and going the wrong direction with narrow I realize the space and
landscape plus trees might be forcing you to design things a certain way and your land locked
sort of speak limiting ideas. I just think that would help the aesthetics, feasibility, functionality
and usefulness for more youth and adult usta plus recreation league play. Thanks
199

Both of these concepts are terrible. These are both good plans for pickleball but terrible for
basketball and tennis. Why should bball lose space for seating? That's silly. And tennis would
be going from 4 lit courts at night to 2. They are often quite crowded at night and this would cut
the courts with lights in half. I think both of these are horrible (except for pickleballers).
Pickleballers should have their space, but it sucks if it's at the expense of tennis and
basketball.

3/11/2022 1:05 PM

200

Full court for hoops

3/11/2022 12:58 PM

201

To provide a basketball amenity is far more useful with an actual full court. I play tennis and
pickle only, but to only offer a half court for basketball feels like bball players would definitely
lose in the new design.

3/11/2022 12:55 PM

202

Pickle and basketball are the most crowded spots every day

3/11/2022 12:53 PM

203

We can play 5v 5 or have 2 separate groups playing

3/11/2022 12:53 PM

204

seating area between pickle ball and tennis courts is in the shade. The half a basketball court
should be as in Concept B.

3/11/2022 12:46 PM

205

Pickleball is a growing sport. Denver needs the courts to support the demand

3/11/2022 12:19 PM

206

I prefer the full basketball court.

3/11/2022 12:02 PM

207

Any chance you could ditch the basketball court and create another pickleball court?

3/11/2022 11:25 AM

208

The full basketball court so that people can use that to play games if desired.

3/11/2022 11:13 AM

209

I think it’s important to have a second basketball hoop. Like the idea of moving the pickle ball
courts away from the alley

3/11/2022 10:37 AM

210

More seating

3/11/2022 10:24 AM

211

Full court basketball would offer more and better flexibility for sports and additional space for
ACTIVITY. After all there is plenty of leisure space elsewhere in the park.

3/11/2022 9:51 AM

212

I prefer plan A because I seldom, if ever see a basketball pkayer(s)

3/11/2022 9:46 AM

213

I'm bad at basketball but good at sitting

3/11/2022 9:17 AM

214

With a full court it can we broken into two half courts if desired - more useful.

3/11/2022 9:16 AM

215

I don't play basketball. But I assume a full court is more practical for people who want to play a
full game.

3/11/2022 9:03 AM

216

Survey the people who use the basktball court

3/11/2022 8:45 AM

217

So that the community can play a full basketball game. My son would love to get friends
together for a game.

3/11/2022 8:38 AM

218

Would be nice to have a full bball court

3/11/2022 8:28 AM

219

I like the full basketball court

3/11/2022 8:26 AM

220

I was on the fence. As a mom, I like more seating for socializing after tennis or watching my
kids play. My husband says full b ball court because we have the whole park to sit in. Ideally, I
would prefer a half court with several hoops for kids to shoot and play. And some shorter
hoops for multigenerational.

3/11/2022 8:10 AM

221

You cannot play the game with a half court

3/11/2022 8:01 AM

222

I see more people playing basketball there than tennis most days.

3/11/2022 7:26 AM

223

More space for basketball and other physical activities.

3/11/2022 7:03 AM
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224

I feel more play space is a priority. Thank you so much for more pickle ball courts.

3/11/2022 6:05 AM

225

Prefer A for seating. As fast as pickleball is growing 8 courts will definitely not be enough.
Before starting the project you should see how packed the current 4 courts are at all times. 1216 courts would probably satisfy current demand. Hopefully you don’t start this project without
doing more research. Cheers & Thanks Zack

3/11/2022 1:00 AM

226

Must have full length basketball court.

3/11/2022 12:22 AM

227

I feel that not having a full sized basketball court is shortsighted.

3/10/2022 10:09 PM

228

Not everyone plays sports but would give folks the opportunity to enjoy the park and/or watch
the sports going on

3/10/2022 10:09 PM

229

Provide a proper space (full court) for those who want to play basketball.

3/10/2022 10:03 PM

230

Thank you for more pickleball!

3/10/2022 9:06 PM

231

There are plenty of places to sit in the park currently. Given that the tennis and pickleball
courts are full-size, having a half-size basketball court seems inequitable, esp. since a full-size
basektball court can hold more players than a tennis court can.

3/10/2022 8:55 PM

232

A full basketball court seems more inclusive. There can be two half court games or one full
court game.

3/10/2022 8:43 PM

233

Better for games

3/10/2022 8:23 PM

234

I like the full basketball court

3/10/2022 8:13 PM

235

Love the pickleball courts and glad to see a full court of basketball.

3/10/2022 8:11 PM

236

Accommodate everyone!

3/10/2022 7:38 PM

237

Thank you so much for increasing number of PB courts! I like the idea of full basketball court
(vs half) to increase usage and energy/dynamics of public recreation facility.

3/10/2022 7:37 PM

238

Thanks so much for all your hard work!

3/10/2022 7:30 PM

239

The Pickleball community is growing by leaps and bounds. Since often there are people
waiting to play there needs to be a seating area large enough to hold not only waiting Pickleball
players but tennis players too. Thank you for strongly considering this option and your
commitment to the growing legions of pickle ball players.

3/10/2022 6:58 PM

240

Increased sitting area will be beneficial to the large number of Pickleball players.

3/10/2022 6:53 PM

241

Allows for actual basketball games

3/10/2022 6:43 PM

242

As someone who lives near the pickleball courts I am concerned a full basketball court, which
pickleball players are considering for use as a temporary pickleball court, will add to the
persistent noise violations. Additionally, the ADA parking requires the disabled to go downhill in
the alley for about 78 feet to enter the park. The ADA parking also provides more illegal
parking opportunities for pickleball players who already park illegally in the alley.

3/10/2022 6:39 PM

243

Seating

3/10/2022 6:38 PM

244

I like that it has a larger seating area for people participating at Congress Park in any of the
activities.

3/10/2022 6:26 PM

245

There's very little seating in the park now, thus for those who aren't playing games, it would be
nice to have a place to relax.

3/10/2022 6:06 PM

246

There are not enough pickleball courts in your plans! There should be at least 4 MORE
pickleball courts to meet needs of the pickleball players. Gates Tennis Center has 8 courts and
that does not meet the needs of the number of people wanting to RENT$$$ a court. This sport
is often played by older people. I am 17 days away from 81 and I play pickleball at least 3
days a week when the weather permits. Wake up! Why aren’t there any pickleball courts in
Crestmoor Park?

3/10/2022 5:57 PM

247

Seating is better for people waiting to play pickle ball

3/10/2022 5:41 PM

248

Need a full court. No significant need for seating.

3/10/2022 5:41 PM
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249

I like keeping a full basketball court, which I think would see more use than the additional
seating. And I'm happy to see that the walk from the alley is going to be restored!

3/10/2022 5:26 PM

250

I do not play basketball

3/10/2022 5:10 PM

251

Seems like a full court would be better for the kids.

3/10/2022 5:08 PM

252

How can you play basketball on a half court?

3/10/2022 5:05 PM

253

Only seems fair.

3/10/2022 5:04 PM

254

Seating is needed when there is a overflow.

3/10/2022 4:47 PM

255

I don't want to eliminate the possibility of full court basketball. Will there be added parking so
that the mass of pickleball players don't park in the alley and the neighborhood?

3/10/2022 4:43 PM

256

Full court bb

3/10/2022 4:10 PM

257

Looks like enough seating next toBB courts

3/10/2022 4:00 PM

258

The larger seating/ waiting area is necessary due to the number of people likely waiting.

3/10/2022 3:56 PM

259

Less seating

3/10/2022 3:56 PM

260

Are we losing more grass / green to relocate the pickleball courts???

3/10/2022 3:52 PM

261

full basketball court. pickleball courts need more room in between the courts in both concepts
if design is to scale

3/10/2022 3:30 PM

262

Full court

3/10/2022 3:06 PM

263

There is never enough standing room at the pickleball courts - so a larger seating area makes
sense. You can then ‘wait’ in the seating area until a pickleball court is open.

3/10/2022 3:02 PM

264

The park needs at least one full-sized basketball court. Seating can be elsewhere.

3/10/2022 2:48 PM

265

There are kids who use the basked ball courts that would like the ability to play a full court
game. While the seating area is nice most players bring their own chair or sit on the ground.

3/10/2022 2:41 PM

266

More can play basketball plus full court basketball

3/10/2022 2:35 PM

267

We need as many basketball hoops as possible! They're always crowded. The tennis courts
are rarely used. Replace them with more useful uses like a mini skateboard park

3/10/2022 2:33 PM

268

I want the basketball users to have a court for full play if they want it. I’m more interested in
pickleball because I would like to play but the courts are always too crowded so I haven’t had
a chance. I see there is seating on both diagrams. As someone who doesn’t play any of these
sports but spends a lot of time at the park with my kids, I’m serious why there are still so
many tennis courts in the designs instead of making a few more pickleball courts. I Hardee’s
ever see anyone on the tennis courts when I walk by but the pickleball courts are overflowing.
When there are people on the tennis courts it looks like they are using them to practice
pickleball. Seems like we might need more pickleball and less tennis courts but regardless, I
appreciate the improvements to our pool, playground and all the courts: thank you!

3/10/2022 2:29 PM

269

I like the idea of having a seating area for us picklers to congregate between and after games.
Otherwise we gather ON the court where it’s disruptive to others and not safe during COVID
times.

3/10/2022 2:27 PM

270

The park is a space where residents gather and play. A larger seating area would be more
conducive to conversing in a comfortable environment, making new friends and spending time
with people.

3/10/2022 2:25 PM

271

half court B Ball is lame

3/10/2022 2:20 PM

272

The seating area would be a great place for people to stretch, socialize, and/or wait for games!

3/10/2022 2:19 PM

273

Allows for more cross-socialization of the tennis, pickleball, and basketball communities

3/10/2022 2:15 PM

274

Basketball players should benefit too.

3/10/2022 2:14 PM

275

mostly interested in pickleball courts. the more the better!

3/10/2022 2:13 PM

276

But shouldn’t there be a third option with full BB court and good seating area?

3/10/2022 2:10 PM
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277

Keeps Congress as full service while responding to the fast growth of Pickleball.

3/10/2022 2:05 PM

278

How does one decide between small and large when there are no dimensions? What is small,
what is large?

3/10/2022 2:05 PM

279

Full Court BB allows more players. Ever seen a tennis game played on half a court? Or PB?
Or Soccer? Or Golf? This is about taking of our community. The savings on a 1/2 court isn’t
worth the value. Full court offers ‘real opportunities’ and when not used for BB is easily a multitasking surface. Short $$ for the Big Picture.

3/10/2022 2:05 PM

280

Might be nice to have a full bb court. If no one is playing, people can use it for seating.

3/10/2022 2:03 PM

281

like the seating area in the middle

3/10/2022 2:03 PM

282

All 3 sports get a good redult

3/10/2022 2:02 PM

283

More seating for people waiting to play!

3/10/2022 2:01 PM

284

More seating probably needed for pickleball given the amount of people now hanging around
the pickleball courts. Never that much activity for basketball.

3/10/2022 1:59 PM

285

If people aren’t using the basketball courts, they could be lined for temporary pickleball usage

3/10/2022 1:57 PM

286

I'm not concerned about seating and don't know about the demand for basketball. I would
suggest that the tree surrounding the courts be moved several yard back from all the courts.
This will allow for more rapid snow melt, less debri on the courts and less likelihood of user
damage to the courts by snow removal. Also please consider how the courts will drain. A minor
rise in the middle (both n/s and e/w will not affect play and will allow for quicker drying courts.

3/10/2022 1:56 PM

287

More room for recreation. Less for seating

3/10/2022 1:54 PM

288

Thank you for adding more much needed pickleball courts!!

3/10/2022 1:54 PM

289

We often have a large number of people waiting to play pickleball so the expanded seating is
great. Also great for picnic/party at the courts

3/10/2022 1:52 PM

290

Broader scope for sports use

3/10/2022 1:44 PM

291

I think the additional seating/waiting area is likely needed.

3/10/2022 1:28 PM

292

I like the seating area being at the south end but why can’t you have that and still do full
court,essentially flipping you B concept

3/10/2022 1:17 PM

293

Full basketball court

3/10/2022 1:10 PM

294

The full basketball court

3/10/2022 1:01 PM

295

Because of the full basketball court. Having just a half basketball court is comically shortchanging ball players. Congress Park basketball needs are undeserved. A minimum of two
courts are needed. My son and I are there daily, and the tennis courts are underused, while the
basketball courts are way overused (E.G. kids waiting for a chance to shoot, inability to have
games because some people want to shoot around while others want to play games, etc).
Reduce the number of tennis and replace them with basketball.

3/10/2022 12:49 PM

296

More seating.

3/10/2022 12:26 PM

297

I like the idea of more seating area for watching players or waiting for courts to open.

3/10/2022 12:02 PM

298

Seating area closer to the pool

3/10/2022 11:54 AM

299

Additional seating would be nice, but not at the expense of losing our full basketball court. I
would prefer that seating be substituted for either of the proposed east-side (NE or SE) pickle
ball courts in the plans. This would provide seating adjacent to both the pickle ball and
basketball courts. In the alternative, seating could be substituted for the NW tennis court in the
plan, but we are already losing a tennis court with these changes.

3/10/2022 11:51 AM

300

Full court for better practice of basketball

3/10/2022 11:48 AM

301

A full basketball court seems more important than additional seating.

3/10/2022 11:47 AM

302

I think a full basketball court is more important than seating. It’s hot and sunny where the
seating is planned. There are better areas in Congress park for seating. Under trees in grassy

3/10/2022 11:35 AM
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areas, etc..
303

It allows for a full basketball court. Extra seating should be place along the ADA walkway.
Entry to the courts should be on the side of the seating.

3/10/2022 11:25 AM

304

I'm not interested in basketball. Seating areas are only useful if they are shaded

3/10/2022 11:12 AM

305

2 half court games can occur, as I think this will be popular in the neighborhood

3/10/2022 11:09 AM

306

Full court seems worthwhile, especially because seating will still exist regardless.

3/10/2022 11:08 AM

307

No one in my house uses the basketball courts.

3/10/2022 11:02 AM

308

Bball court not used very much.

3/10/2022 11:00 AM

309

Will provide more space for Pickleball overflow.

3/10/2022 10:58 AM

310

Full sized basketball court is important!

3/10/2022 10:40 AM

311

I prefer a full basketball court plus even with reduced seating there will be more than there is
now

3/10/2022 10:40 AM

312

I like the idea of more seating to build community around the courts

3/10/2022 10:37 AM

313

Both concepts have elements I like and dislike, B is preferable but Seating should be closer to
walk, In B the seating is far too hidden and Police will never see activity. Moving/expanding
Pickleball is wise move but lights need to go off earlier to avoid late noise.

3/10/2022 10:32 AM

314

Larger seating area

3/10/2022 10:31 AM

315

If you're going to offer basketball, you should have a full court.

3/10/2022 10:25 AM

316

Nobody uses the basketball court ever. There can be 20-30 people waiting to play pickleball so
the seating area would be nice. 16 courts is what Congress Park really needs.

3/10/2022 10:25 AM

317

I live directly beside the courts and I'm worried the full-court basketball will be very loud. The
half-court that is currently there is so loud from 9-11pm that my kids can not fall asleep at
night. It would be very helpful if the lights could turn off at 9pm for Pickleball and Basketball so
the noise can turn off at a reasonable hour for the adjacent neighbors.

3/10/2022 10:24 AM

318

Full basketball court is more flexible than a half one.

3/10/2022 10:13 AM

319

We play basketball at Congress Park. These designs limit the courts to 1 which is
disappointing but at least Concept B is a full court.

3/10/2022 10:12 AM

320

I like having more seating available

3/10/2022 10:06 AM

321

Full court for basketball

3/10/2022 10:05 AM

322

Full court (which can be used as 2 half-courts).

3/10/2022 10:02 AM

323

Should keep full court basketball courts. Also, the two walks south of the upper courts are
listed as ADA. Will they get ramp access? Both currently have steps. Would like to see a
connection from the alley through to the parking lot. This will make the outdoor restrooms more
accessible.

3/10/2022 10:00 AM

324

I prefer a larger general seating area.

3/10/2022 9:59 AM

325

Nobody watches basketball.

3/10/2022 9:55 AM

326

Basketball games are great at Congress Park. It would be a shame to fully eliminate the
opportunity for everyone to partake in the activities. Having two hoops is ideal!

3/10/2022 9:55 AM

327

Full BB court seems better

3/10/2022 9:54 AM

328

two basketball hoops is key so more groups can use simultaneously

3/10/2022 9:53 AM

329

Seating location

3/10/2022 9:48 AM

330

A full basketball court is a better amenity. There are plenty of seating areas already in the park
and not sure I'm going to want to be by the pickleball court which has VERY annoying hitting
for those not actively playing something. Not very relaxing IMHO.

3/10/2022 9:44 AM
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331

Need two half courts to accommodate basketball enthusiasts.

3/10/2022 9:44 AM

332

More seating

3/10/2022 9:42 AM

333

Full court basketball is preferred.

3/10/2022 9:27 AM

334

Seems to be a good plan that will accomodate all of the various sports Seating area is key
though, and the more the better so people can congregate in an organized fashion while
watching or waiting to play...This needs to be a key component in the design.

3/10/2022 8:34 AM

335

There is not another park that builds up such facilities across an alley, behind people's homes.
There is inadequate parking; the alley has essentially become a road. Illegal parking is never
enforced, the speed limit on 8th is not enforced. You are ruining the life of high tax paying
residents. I am going to move due to this.

3/10/2022 8:32 AM

336

Need to have a full basketball court for those who want to play.

3/10/2022 8:29 AM

337

I see that a full basketball court will used more and offers more value than half court.

3/10/2022 8:22 AM

338

More visually appealing, more green space, more seating

3/10/2022 7:52 AM

339

Full court bball is better

3/10/2022 7:47 AM

340

Seating area is needed. Where is parking?

3/10/2022 7:21 AM

341

If you have 8 courts of pickleball players you need space to have a queue to "paddle up".
From this design image, a full size bb court would interfere with this process.

3/10/2022 7:18 AM

342

I think half court basketball is well....half hearted! Let players have a full court and full on
game. Thank you so much for plans involving MORE pickleball courts!

3/10/2022 6:57 AM

343

More seating is needed for people waiting to play.

3/10/2022 6:54 AM

344

More seating would be nice.

3/10/2022 6:23 AM

345

Thank you for adding more pickleball courts in Denver. Deb Watts 1742 South Dahlia ST,
Denver 80222.

3/10/2022 2:56 AM

346

Nice to have full basketball court and seating

3/9/2022 11:53 PM

347

With the growing numbers of people playing pickleball, we’ll need more seating than less. 12
courts would actually be perfect! What if there were public fundraising for the next set of 4
courts to get to 12.

3/9/2022 11:33 PM

348

Thank you so much for adding more pickleball courts. So needed and it's going to be the new
crown jewel of Denver!!!

3/9/2022 10:58 PM

349

Basketball courts are rare in the neighborhood and we deserve a full basketball court.

3/9/2022 10:48 PM

350

I feel the starting would be more useful than a basketball court

3/9/2022 10:34 PM

351

Full basketball court allows for 2 half court games at the same time. If people are coming to
congress park to play, you don’t need a big seating area. As Denver continues the population
growth, more courts will be desired. Don’t shortchange now , and then later wish you added a
full court. 8 PB courts are a must. Thanks for the additional PB courts.

3/9/2022 10:08 PM

352

Seating closer to pool

3/9/2022 10:06 PM

353

Need seating while waiting for Pickleball games

3/9/2022 9:53 PM

354

When no one is playing the full court basketball, a temporary pickle ball net can be added to
add a ninth Court.

3/9/2022 9:24 PM

355

Prefer the larger seating area.

3/9/2022 9:17 PM

356

Full basketball court allows great opportunity for neighborhood kids and adults to play a full
game!

3/9/2022 9:09 PM

357

More gathering space

3/9/2022 8:59 PM

358

I think the park should keep its full sized basketball court.

3/9/2022 8:54 PM

359

I'd prefer the new pickleball courts to go in the south east corner so there would be access on

3/9/2022 8:53 PM
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all four corners like the setup now. But option 'B' provides the best options for those who play
basketball (the basketball courts are used a lot). I want the space to be as inclusive as
possible. If you'd like help/suggestions for design I know a few landscape architects that
specifically work on public parks. Thank you for getting this project moving forward! Can't wait
for these improvements!
360

Better use of space

3/9/2022 8:46 PM

361

So glad there will be more pickleball courts! I also think full court basketball is better than extra
seating.

3/9/2022 8:18 PM

362

I don't think the full court basketball will used enough and I would rather have more seating for
the pickleball players.

3/9/2022 8:08 PM

363

Don't see many people playing basketball on public courts and less distortion for both tennis
and pb

3/9/2022 7:58 PM

364

More seating is better…

3/9/2022 7:54 PM

365

Basketball is important for some people

3/9/2022 7:23 PM

366

Larger b/b court, won’t need upgraded as soon

3/9/2022 7:20 PM

367

Love the seating area for Pickleball players and tennis players to congregate. Thank you for
the extra Pickleball courts!

3/9/2022 7:19 PM

368

First, to provide community with a BB court. Second, When the BB full court is not in use we
can put a temporary PB court on it to make 9 courts. Thank you so much for adding 8 courts
and for doing the survey.

3/9/2022 7:18 PM

369

There are no full courts available for basketball nearby

3/9/2022 7:16 PM

370

Full court basketball lakers sense or add 4 more pickleball courts

3/9/2022 6:58 PM

371

A full-court basketball court is more conducive to activity and exercise.

3/9/2022 6:57 PM

372

The half basketball court allows for more seating which is extremely necessary.

3/9/2022 6:55 PM

373

My sons played Division 1 basketball and playing at a full court in the park helped them
achieve their goal. Thanks for the pickleball courts!

3/9/2022 6:31 PM

374

More seating is the better concept, plus no one plays much basketball there

3/9/2022 6:30 PM

375

More seating would be nice for building community and connection.

3/9/2022 6:21 PM

376

Love the seating area!

3/9/2022 6:08 PM

377

More seating for general use.

3/9/2022 6:07 PM

378

The full size basketball court is most practical in that more people can play at once.

3/9/2022 6:06 PM

379

I play pickleball, not basketball, but don’t necessarily need seating. Just happy to get more
pickleball courts!

3/9/2022 6:06 PM

380

As long as we get 8 nice pickleball courts, I don’t really care about the rest.

3/9/2022 6:02 PM

381

BB court is used so much by neighborhood kids, especially in the summer.

3/9/2022 5:55 PM

382

Full court basketball. I use congress park pickllball and tennis courts often. I see a lot of
basketball being played as well. I think two hoops, full court will get used. More use than a
larger sitting area. This park is going to be great! Thank you!

3/9/2022 5:51 PM

383

Concept B includes a full basketball court which can be used by multiple groups. Concept A
only has a half court which limits the number of people that can play basketball at the same
time. While Concept B has a smaller seating area, this is mitigated since the public can use
the rest of the park for the same purposes. Unlike Concept B, Concept A does not offer any
alternatives to the limitations of how many people can play basketball at the same time.

3/9/2022 5:47 PM

384

Pickleball is growing meaning more people hanging around, so I like the layout for more
seating.

3/9/2022 5:40 PM

385

WHERE ARE THE LIGHTS? WHAT ARE YOU THINKING BUILDING THESE COURTS

3/9/2022 5:22 PM
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WITHOUT LIGHTS!!!!!!!!
386

Not nearly enough basketball courts in the area to begin with. More tennis courts. Less of the
loud pickle ball courts but maybe I’m in the minority here. Plenty of picnic tables and grass to
hang out nearby as for keeping the full sized basketball court.

3/9/2022 5:17 PM

387

Pickleball needs extra space for people to congregate and leave things. If you have ever seen
the photos of the packed courts, you'll notice tons of people setting up chairs along the sides
of the courts. This interferes play and is a safety hazard. If you had extra space adjacent to
the courts, then you would mitigate this issue.

3/9/2022 5:17 PM

388

I like the full court basketball but think you should eliminate one tennis court and add more
Pickleball. Also add fencing between Pickleball courts and need to have a walkway down the
middle so you don’t have to go through other courts to get to a court.

3/9/2022 5:16 PM

389

Would allow for more seating. I don’t know of many who play full court basketball

3/9/2022 5:13 PM

390

Seating in the play areas are not a priority.

3/9/2022 4:57 PM

391

In 25 years of going to the park, I'm not sure I've EVER seen anyone using the entire court.
For basketball, that is. I have seen the court used for kickball, ball chase with little kids, half
court games of pig or horse, etc, but never for a full court game of hoop. Plus, it would be
great to have a formal seating area, that can accommodate larger numbers of people, over by
the tennis and pickleball courts. It would get used a lot, since the seating area by the
playground is ALWAYS jammed up with parties and things.

3/9/2022 4:40 PM

392

We love basketball and wish there were more courts at Congress Park, as our kids are little
and aren't really ready to play with older teens/adults who do pickup games.

3/9/2022 4:39 PM

393

Less basketball noise

3/9/2022 4:33 PM

394

I prefer more seating to a full basketball court

3/9/2022 4:29 PM

395

I think it's always better to maximize the playing space. the basketball court at Congress
seems to get a lot of use.

3/9/2022 4:16 PM

396

In my experience, the current basketball court is frequently in use on both sides and it is
convenient for more than one group to be able to play basketball at the same time. Also,
nearby seating in the park itself could lessen the need for seating within the courts.

3/9/2022 4:13 PM

397

Because I do not play basketball and I feel it would be unfair to vote on it.

3/9/2022 4:06 PM

398

More basketball is better!

3/9/2022 4:06 PM

399

Full court basketball is great for youth, more sport options

3/9/2022 3:55 PM

400

Please don’t remove any tennis courts

3/9/2022 11:13 AM

401

I would like to see some additional space utilized to add more tennis courts /or pickle courts .
At peak times there is always a wait for both tennis and pickle which sometimes leads to
frustration and confrontation regarding the courts

3/9/2022 10:46 AM

402

I like the seating and limited basketball. I would prefer more pickleball courts. There are 4
times the pickle players to tennis whenever I'm there.

3/8/2022 11:56 PM

403

I love full court basketball! There’s plenty of other areas to sit at.

3/8/2022 5:49 PM

404

Looks like a great time for everyone! The basketball courts get used regularly in the warmer
months. Thanks for 8 pickleball courts!!!!

3/8/2022 1:48 PM

405

They both have too many tennis courts. There has been no tennis league in congress park in
the last 10 years and will probably never be any in future. Tennis is dead.

3/8/2022 1:17 PM

406

Great that pickle is moving away from the houses. Like the full basketball court

3/8/2022 6:59 AM

407

I enjoy full court basketball

3/7/2022 7:26 PM

408

Full court Basketball games have always been an important part of the congress park
community. Two hoops also allow more people to practice and two half court games.

3/7/2022 6:04 PM

409

Why would you do a basketball half court? With a full you can have two games, more people
using it. Also it’s hard to get to those far back seating. People won’t walk there if there’s a

3/7/2022 5:32 PM
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